PROJECT FROZEN
An Unexpected Investigation

by Pam Oken-Wright
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PREFACE
This story is set in one classroom at St. Catherine’s School, a JK through
grade 12 independent school for girls in Richmond, Virginia. The fourteen
five-year-old protagonists of the story spent their days with one teacher
and one teaching assistant in a self-contained classroom for one school
year. We are inspired by the schools of Reggio Emilia, Italy.

INTRODUCTION
Pop culture and young children. In my experience the intersection between
the two is rarely as rich as children's engagement with the natural world or
big ideas about how things work in this life or the children’s imaginations.
But sometimes the children know more than I do; this investigation
occurred because they did.
Part of my role as a teacher is to observe children’s play, conversation, and
representation and document1, in part so that I will know when an idea rich
enough to sustain deep enough investigation emerges. How do I know?
When the idea recurs over time; when the children engage in the idea with
a particular (high) energy and passion; when the idea is contagious and
simply does not go away, I begin to wonder if the idea might be
compelling enough for the children to support long-term engagement.
When I observe the recurring play, contagion and passion (and here’s
where documentation is so important, because we may be talking about
weeks or months of an idea growing before we decide to join the children
in an investigation; documentation allows us to trace the path of children’s
interest to that point), I will make an hypothesis about what might support
the children’s investigation and offer a provocation, an invitation for
further thinking. The children’s response to that provocation will either
refute my hypothesis or support it. And so our collaborative investigation
begins.
I don't keep books about children's movies (and certainly not Disney) in
the classroom as a rule. This is my own bias, primarily based on my
observation that when most of a child's conversations with friends are
about TV shows or movies she has seen, the dialogue is relatively limited.
And so, what happened with this investigation...the fact that it happened at
all, really... surprised and humbled me.
It was all because of the Disney movie, "Frozen." At first, the children

sang "Let It Go," over and over, as they worked, played, traveled, and ate.
OK. Disney tunes have come and gone many times in my 35 years of
teaching. The thing is, though, this one didn't go. I noticed that as time
went on, a few children would start singing and others would join in from
other parts of the room, until everyone (or nearly) was singing. Still not
compelling enough for me to get involved, though I was intrigued.
1Oken-Wright,

P., “Documentation, Both Mirror And Light,” Innovations In Early Education: The
International Reggio Exchange, vol. 8 no. 4, Fall 2001.

CHAPTER ONE
Inspired To Co-Construct Theory

The children, all of whom eventually saw the movie, “Frozen” wove its
story and its characters into the culture of the class, despite my reticence.
The characters emerged in the children’s play, the girls burst into “Frozen”
songs with simultaneous spontaneity, and they even interpreted their real
life experiences in its terms at times.
One morning, a child brought the book, “Frozen,” to school. We read it in
two installments, not because it’s a particularly long book, but because the
conversations it inspired slowed down the process.
At one point during the reading of the book, a child announced, “It’s
gonna snow tonight.”
“And maybe later today,” added A.
“There will be a inch…I mean a foot… in Virginia Beach!” continued J.
Then LW said, “I think it’s gonna snow, because we are reading this
book,” apparently a provocative comment.
AE: No, that doesn’t mean if you read a ice book that means the snow
comes.

Teacher: Then what does make the snow come?
More than one child: God!
AE: The rain.
EK: It turns into cold water, and then it kind of…ice…and then they
make it puffy and kind of crunchy and stuff and they like walk on it or
something.
Teacher: They who?
EK: God. It starts out as cold water in Heaven.
Teacher: And God turns it puffy?
EK: Yeah, so it can be snow.
Teacher: Do you all agree?
Children: Yes! No!
J: God doesn’t have magic. He just has blessings. The snow comes
from the clouds.
EK: I think I changed my mind.
AE: No. God makes the clouds come snow.

In between installments of group reading, a small group reads...and
sings...the book together.
When we read part 2 of “Frozen” later in the morning, a very different
topic emerged. I had not seen the movie, and I will confess that my heart
sank as we began to read about “true love’s kiss.” “Another movie in
which the man has to save the woman!” I thought. But no…this Disney
story, though it assigns love a powerful role in redemption, at least does
not have a weak female looking to a strong male to save her. The
children’s thoughts about “true love’s kiss” focused on the kiss; in their
short conversation they gave us a fascinating window into their image of
kissing, love, and brothers:

MM: Boys don’t like kissing. Dads do, because dads have more love
than boys. Boys are still learning.
LM: Yeah, if I try to kiss my brother he pushes me away.
J: My brother tickles me or kicks me.
EK: My brother likes kissing me. It’s weird. I don’t really like it,
because it’s kind of more wet than my mommy’s kisses.
MC: When two boys kiss that means that there’s a lot more love, and
they’re friends. And if a boy and a girl kiss that means that they’re
married. ...it means you like your sister, or you love your mom, or you
love your friend.

CHAPTER TWO
DRAMATIC PLAY

The children represented the "Frozen" story in dramatic play. They
encountered a problem right away. How can four children play two
characters? No one wanted to be a peripheral character; everyone wanted
to be Elsa or Anna. One child suggested that there could be two Elsas and
two Annas. This worked for them, and that is how the children approached
dramatic representation of "Frozen" from that point forward.

The Annas ask the Elsas to play (“Do you want to build a snowman?”)

LW and LM negotiate a scene in which there is an interaction between
Anna and Hans. They agree to play the scene twice, once with LW being
Anna and LM being Hans, and again with the roles reversed.

The children noticed that, in the movie, Anna and Elsa sing two different
songs at the same time. Figuring out how to do that took a long time, much
longer than they were able to sustain the duet. But they did it, in their
minds successful..
The children were certainly doing some thinking around the “Frozen”
idea! The question in my mind at that point, as “Frozen” continued to be of
intense interest, was what about the story was so compelling? What about
the story inspired the children to revisit it over and over, in different ways,

with different languages, with such energy and passion? This question
would be the lens through which we would look at the children’s
continued work to retell, play, and represent the story, both verbally and
graphically, for four months.

CHAPTER THREE
TRANSFORMING THE SELF

Now, at this time the children had shown interest in drawing portraits of
themselves and others, in many different media, for many different
purposes. And they had been playing with blocks on which we had taped
photographs of the children.

When they set out to decide what to make for friends having birthdays, a
child suggested that they transform their images, like those on the blocks,
into story characters. When they made the decision to do this, "Frozen"
was not yet an element in the culture of the class. By the time they were
ready to do the work, however, it was. Not every birthday present that
month was a set of characters from "Frozen," but many were.

A child transforms her own image into Anna from "Frozen."

One set of characters from "Frozen," ready to give to a birthday girl
The children also transformed themselves into Frozen characters in person.
This spontaneous goal was, like many in the course of these four months,
highly contagious. One child made an Elsa wig. Others transformed
themselves into Elsa from head to toe. And one, into Sven the reindeer.

An Elsa wig

An Elsa costume, complete with train

A child photographs “Sven.” Note the leg coverings (“because I don’t
have fur.”)

CHAPTER FOUR
A BETTER LANGUAGE

We noticed in the children's dramatic play of "Frozen" that they seemed to
have definite but conflicting images of how the story should go. I
wondered if the negotiation that would be necessary if we invited the
children to retell the story and write it down might take their understanding
of the narrative to a more continuous and organized place.
We offered the possibility to the children, and they accepted the challenge.
“We should make it a play!” they suggested. However, we didn’t get very
far in our first try, precisely because the children could not agree on how
the story should be told. Here’s how the negotiation went.

Someone offered: “Once upon a time, there were two little girls named
Anna and Elsa. They lived in a castle in a place called Arendelle.”
Right away someone disagreed. “No, it should say ‘Once upon a time,
in a faraway land called Arendelle…’ first.”
The children were not able to come to consensus as to how a story should
begin. So we looked at some fairytales and learned that some began with
the introduction of the characters, some began with the setting, and some
began with the time (of year, for example). With no “right” way to do it,
the children agreed to start this story with the setting. They continued,

revising the beginning:

“Once upon a time, in a faraway land called Arendelle, there were two
little girls named Anna and Elsa. They lived in a castle. Elsa had frozen
powers. One day, Anna said to Elsa, ‘Do you want to build a
snowman?’ Elsa said, ‘Yes.’”
Then the story jumped to the death of the king and queen:

“When they grew up to be big girls, Anna sang the Coronation Song.
The king and queen went on a boat. It was raining. The rain made a big
wave. The boat couldn’t float anymore. The king and queen drowned
because the boat sank.”
And then:

“Anna really wanted Elsa to open the door to her bedroom, but she
didn’t, because she froze her head when she was a little girl.”
At this point, some of the children realized that they had left parts of the
story out, parts that would provide important background information, and
that the chronology was jumbled. Someone described a scene where Elsa
accidentally froze Anna’s head:

“She ran downstairs and by accident she froze Anna’s head. They ran
to the trolls. The trolls put sparkles on Anna to change her memory,
because they didn’t want Anna to know that Elsa had frozen powers.”

Some believed the part when Anna and Elsa were little girls and Elsa froze
Anna’s head should come first. But, even after quite a bit of negotiation,
the children could not agree on what happened. Perhaps she slipped and
fell on the ice. Or maybe Elsa froze Anna’s head, but she didn’t mean to.
Did this happen when the characters were big, or when they were little?
After a while it became clear that the children’s verbal language was not
supporting their ideas well enough. So we asked them to draw their images
of the scene where Anna’s head got frozen. Unlike when the language was
spoken, all of the children’s drawings agreed with each other. Some
showed details of the story that others did not, but in general, every child
drew the same event. In this case, drawing was a supportive-enough
language to enable the children to develop clearer images of the story for
themselves. And when they told me about their drawings, all uncertainty
had dissolved.
Here are some of the drawings that took us to certainty. Note how the
children showed movement, with arrows, with repeated images, with dots
and lines, and so forth. Such competent communication!

This drawing shows Anna on an ice mountain and Elsa down below.

This artist repeats the Anna figure and uses arrows to show the
character’s movement from ice peak to ice peak. She solves the problem
that thinking pen (black felt tip) cannot really show "cold" by including a
snowman...symbolic cold.

Magic is moving between Elsa and Anna.

Anna is jumping from ice mountain to ice mountain and Elsa is sending
magic up toward Anna.

Elsa's magic is hitting Anna's head, representing emotion that I thought
might spark some conversation.

A child represented the damage to Anna's head by nearly obliterating it
with Elsa's "magic."

CHAPTER FIVE
REVISITING THE RETELLING

When the children returned to the retelling of the story, they reached an
easy consensus about Anna jumping on the ice peaks. There were other
disagreements. But I noticed a forward motion in their process that I
hadn’t noticed before. The children supported each other’s memory of the
story.

LM: Anna ran past Elsa’s room to say goodbye to their parents, and
then they “drownded.” And when they were on the boat it was raining,
and the rain made a big wave.
AE: No, no, no. If they were little girls when that happened, then they
wouldn’t have any mommy and daddy, and they just won’t know what to
do.
J: I know, but they wouldn’t do any dangerous things.
The only other point of contention was one of semantics. Through this
process, the children found words that work for complex ideas. For
example,

LM: …and then it came frozen, and then she stepped on the river, and

she ran across it, but she didn’t know there was snow at there, so Anna
ran after her.
LT: No. Her foot got on the ice, and then it turned into ice, and that’s
when she ran across.
In this way, the children helped each other clarify their language, to make
it more understandable to the other.
The children had written several plays together before this experience.
This was the first time they set out to retell a story, which, at as it turns
out, is more difficult than creating one from the imagination. It required
constructing a shared memory of form and detail, finding language to
articulate more complex story elements than the children might construct
on their own, and differentiating between what is important to the plot and
what is unnecessary detail.
In the end, the children agreed on this version of the play:

Frozen
Retold by the Junior Kindergarten
Once upon a time, in a faraway land called Arendelle, there were two
little girls named Anna and Elsa. They lived in a castle. Elsa had frozen
powers. One day Anna said to Elsa, “Do you want to build a
snowman?” Elsa said, “Yes.” She ran downstairs and lost control of
her power and by accident she froze Anna’s head.
They ran to the trolls. The trolls put sparkles on Anna to change her
memory, because they didn’t want Anna to know that Elsa had frozen
powers.
The king and queen went on a boat. It was raining. The rain made a

big wave. The boat couldn’t float any more. The king and queen
drowned because the boat sank.
Elsa had to be crowned queen. Somebody crowned her.
Anna told Elsa she wanted marry Hans. Elsa said, “No.” Anna said,
“I can’t live like this any more,” so Elsa said, “Then go away.”
Then Elsa lost control and made icy spikes in front of everyone. So
then everybody knew Elsa’s secret. Then she went outside. There was
nowhere to leave, because all the people were in front of her. She
touched the water with her foot, and she ran across it.
Anna said, “I have to go find her!”
Elsa said, “The snow glows white on the mountain tonight,” and she
sang, “Let It Go.”
Then Elsa made her ice palace with her powers. Anna was racing to
find Elsa, and the horse threw her off. She was lucky to find a little
trading post. She bought new clothes. Then Kristoff walked in, covered
in snow. The owner of the trading post said, “Get out!” to Kristoff,
because he called the guy a crook. Kristoff said, “Reindeer Are Better
Than People. Don’t you think that’s true?”
Kristoff led Anna to the North Mountain. Then they met a snowman
named Olaf. Anna asked Olaf, “Did Elsa build you?” Olaf said, “Yeah.
Why?”
Anna said, “Do you know where she is?”
Olaf said, “Yeah. Why?”
Kristoff helped Anna find Elsa. Anna tried and tried to convince Elsa
to bring back summer in Arendelle. Elsa said, “No.” Elsa said, “You
should go.”
Anna said, “I’m not leaving without you.”
Elsa struck Anna in the chest. She froze her heart. Her hair began to

turn white. She jumped off a cliff.
Elsa hugged Anna, and then she became unfrozen, because an act of
true love can save a frozen heart. That’s what the trolls said.
The children approved the story, and they prepared to turn their retelling of
“Frozen” into a play.

CHAPTER SIX
SCENERY: PROBLEM SOLVING AND
RESEARCH

The children tackled the setting of the story first. Where should Arendelle
be, and where should the ice castle be? The children’s first thoughts were
that the ice castle had to be where the room looked “more white.”
Thinking that they could use a wider set of possibilities I said, “You know,
you can make anyplace look like someplace else.”

J replied, “You could use a projector that has a picture of the ice
castle, and then somebody could be standing inside it.”
LW: And then we could put our shadow in it.
LM: And then we could stand up here (in front of the SMART board)
and pretend like it’s the ice castle.
G: But how could you make yourself in a shadow? You couldn’t see
your eyes or anything.
C: When she runned away to her ice tower, the whole WORLD turned
to frozen.
LM: Only if she does it with her hand or if she steps on the water it
turns frozen.
J: No! It said the spikes were everywhere.
LM: No, that was when she said she can’t live like this…and she

accidentally put icy spikes out of her.
LW: I have an idea. What if we put a mirror in front of it that can
reflect the board. It will HIT on the board, and then it can reflect the
board.
The children agreed to try LW’s idea. We brought a big mirror to meeting,
but it did not reflect the tree onto the SMART board. However, it did
reflect the SMART board.

Looking in the mirror: did it reflect the winter scene on the SMART board
to make the whole classroom look like Arendelle? Not really. The tree
behind me in this picture will become “Arendelle in summer” for the play.
Though the plan did not work, the children did come away with a more
complete understanding of the possibilities for multiplying an image with
reflection. In addition, LW’s idea, adapted, lived on as the conversation
continued.

H: I think, since you know how the thing that’s on the SMART board
goes on you? We could put the picture of the ice castle or Arendelle on
it and then we could stand in front of it, and then we’ll look like the ice
castle is on us so it will look like we’re in the ice castle.
LM: Well, if you stand right here you see your shadow instead of the

ice castle.
H: But like if you stand in the middle you see the picture that’s on [the
SMART board] on you.
We found some appropriate images online and projected them onto the
SMART board. The children took turns letting the pictures project onto
their faces, to see if they looked as if they were inside the scenes.

When H stands in front of a projection of a winter scene, the scene shows
on her face and her smock.
In the end, the children agreed that our big ficus tree could be Arendelle in
the summer and they would create a winter tree that they would install
onto the SMART board and then project ice onto it when Elsa turned
Arendelle into winter. And, they decided, the ice castle would have a
separate “place” in the story.
A small group volunteered to work on making the ice castle. In their first
conversation they considered how to make the castle so that they could go

“inside” it. Should they make many castles and put them together (thereby
creating a three-dimensional castle)? Make one two-dimensional castle
with a door that actors can go through? “What if we use plastic so it’s seethrough?” suggested H. As so often happens in brainstorming sessions,
many ideas were proposed until one that resonated with the group
emerged, and that’s where the brainstorming stopped. So, a transparent
plastic ice castle it would be.
From brainstorming to research and back, the children collaborated to
figure out how to make the castle.

Research: The children visit the mural of the river that is painted on clear
plastic, hanging over the easel area. They liked the idea of painting the ice
castle on plastic sheeting, so that the audience could see both castle and
the people “inside” it.
The children considered how to make the castle both like the river mural
and not like it.
LM: We can paint it blue!
H: Yeah, because we want it to be blue like it looked on the TV show,
when it was all blue lights.
Teacher: We can do that. What do you think the next thing we need to
do is?
LM: We need to make sure it works.
H: And we need to make sure it’s strong enough, because what if it
collapses in the play?
We tested to make sure someone could be seen on the other side of the
mural. When the children were satisfied, they declared the decision made.
To begin the making of the castle, we asked the children in the Ice Castle
small group to draw their individual ideas of what the castle should be like.
In making the children’s individual images of the ice castle visible…
letting the friends in the group see what was in each others’ minds… they
could begin to develop a shared vision for the castle.

The children’s individual images of how the ice castle should look.

When the drawings were finished, we put them on the floor and gathered
around them. In an earlier conversation, the children had agreed to use
pieces of everyone’s ideas for the ice castle scenery. Now, looking at
everyone’s drawings, they identified those best parts, the parts they wanted
to include in the finished product. Acting as memory keeper, I kept a list
for remembering later. The children noticed elements that the drawings
had in common (snowflakes; points on the castles; stairs) and even offered
critique.

The children considered all the drawings
The children said that they liked J's castle but didn't like the crosses on the
top. J explained that they were there to indicate a beacon of sorts and then
asked, "What if I make them into snowflakes?" "Yes!" the others agreed.
Of the drawings, H said, “What about if for decorations other than painting
the ice castle, we put these [pictures] on [the finished castle] so everyone
can see what we wanted it to look like but it didn’t look like? Cause then,
like, they could see what we planned it to look like.”
J added, “You know how like, in some plays, like the ‘Nutcracker,’ they
have like ‘the dancers did it?’ Maybe we could put these in front of it.”

H invents documentation!!
The children identified elements that they want to have in mind when they
begin work on the castle:
Mountains beside the castle
The crosses at the top of Julianna’s castle, as long as they are
snowflakes instead of crosses
Snowflakes in the background
Points at the tops
A deck, for when Elsa says “The cold doesn’t bother me anyway.”
With an ice door.
Stairs that go up to the door, and railings, or two sets of stairs.
I thought that we might stop there for the day. But the children wanted to
continue, so we set out to cut the (really big!) paper for the next step in
making the castle. How big should it be? “We should measure!” the
children declared. Using a folding measuring stick, they measured the
space where they want the scenery to go. At first, their attention was on the
numbers on the measuring stick. It said “63” where they wanted the castle
to stop. However, when we took the stick to measure the paper, the
numbers became less important than the demarkations of space on the
stick. The children held the stick against the paper patiently while LM
counted the spaces.

Measuring the space for the scenery
I produced an already-cut piece of paper. Counting the spaces on the
measuring stick, the girls determined that the paper was not long enough.
"We could put more pieces of paper on!" declared Harper, who has found
that a highly useful strategy in other situations. However, we have a whole
roll of paper, so the children cut a new piece.

LM counts each space on the measuring stick to determine the length of
the paper.
The next day, the children set out to co-construct the castle on the big
paper. In the course of earlier conversations, the children had agreed that
the castle should be “medium wide.” On this day, they determined exactly
how big “medium wide” is.

H and LM have different images of “medium-wide.”
The group rejected “medium wide” as a criterion, however, saying that the
castle needed to be wide enough for the actors to fit inside it. Despite their
earlier reliance on the measuring stick, they made a collaborative guess as
to how wide the castle should be so that all would fit inside, and they
began to draw the walls.

Though one child drew at a time in the beginning, that child was
responsive to the suggestions of the others. Each element became much
more than it might have been if it hadn’t been for the input of the group.
The children accepted the offer of more paper, attached to the bottom of
the castle, for stairs and mountainsides. I don’t think they were aware yet
that they needed this extra height anyway if they were going to go “in” the
castle and not be sticking up beyond the top.

H draws the stairs leading to the door.

Once the frame of the castle was on paper, the children divided the labor
to draw the rest.

Later, the Ice Castle project group came together to review the original
sketch of the castle and to move forward from there. The children were
quite critical of their sketch.
J said, “ I don’t like some of the points, and I also don’t like the size of it. I
want it to be the paper facing the other way, like a building, so you can
make it taller.”
“Is it tall enough for you to go into now?” I asked everyone.
The children checked; yes, it’s big enough, and the subject fell aside.

Standing in front of the sketch to determine whether children will be able
to fit in the castle.

The plan for the Ice Castle. J’s stairs lead to the balcony; H’s stairs are
lower, leading to the front door.

H: I do not like the stairs that J made, because I think they should be
zigzag lines. And I think it should be straight.
J: I just can’t draw stairs very good.
H:: That’s not what I mean. You see how the walls are going…
LM: I think they should be straight.
AM: I like J’s stairs.
Teacher: Let’s go see some steps and see if they’re more like closed
shapes or more like zigzags.

Checking out the stairs

H: They’re more like zigzags. I can see they are zigzags.
AM: No. Up, up, up, up, up.
J: And these steps are winding.
H: No, they’re still like zigzag lines…step, up, step, up.
LM: Yeah, but they’re kind of both.
LM then showed us the closed shape of the top of each stair and the
zigzag shape if you trace the path of the steps as if drawn from the side.
AM: So H was drawing just one line.
The girls then turned their attention to the possibility of windy stairs as J
had drawn. LM observed that our stairs have a “slight turn.” Others, we
learned upon doing a little iPad research, can be VERY windy indeed. H

continued to insist that stairs should be drawn with one line in a zigzag
form, whether they are windy or straight.
AM noticed, “Look at at all these railings! Nobody drawed railing,
railing, railing.” (i.e., the spindles).
LM: And I noticed something on the railings. There’s something
holding them down, but we didn’t have anything holding them down.
H: I know something we missed, too. My stairs have a railing, too, but
there’s an above one, and there are pairs coming down and down and
down and down. And by the way, one time when I was sticking my legs
through they got stuck.
I think that the children were all noticing the same spindles but describing
them differently. It will be interesting to see if they decide to alter the
formation of the stairs when they are painting.
Once the group was satisfied with the castle sketch, they turned their
attention to the colors of paint they would use to paint it onto the plastic.
They negotiated to consensus about the kinds of colors they wanted, all
symbolic of ice and snow, and they began to create them from the colors
available.

They continued to negotiate while mixing paints, trying to create a palette
of blues with each color different enough from the others.

Painting the castle

The Ice Castle scenery installed, with friends visible “inside” the castle.
Note that the castle did not go where the children originally planned for it
to go after all, but where there actually was room to go behind it.

CHAPTER SEVEN
THERE IS A TREE IN EVERY WORLD

After the ice castle scenery for the children’s play, “Frozen,” was finished
and installed, we revisited the play to see what the children’s thoughts
were about next steps. I thought that perhaps they would accept the tree in
the meeting space as “Arendelle,” as someone suggested in our last
conversation about “place” in the play, and move on. MM made a case for
making the tree be Arendelle: “Because there is a tree in every world.” But
the children did not consider the tree adequate on its own, because at one
point in the story, Elsa freezes Arendelle. H suggested that we put
ornaments in the tree to make it look like Arendelle in winter. An entire
conversation emerged from H’s suggestion, beginning with children
worried that ornaments would pull down the branches of the tree and hurt
it. The rhythm of the conversation was interesting, with objections to every
suggestion arising, until finally there weren’t any more, and consensus was
reached and clear: The children wanted the big live ficus tree in our
meeting space to represent Arendelle in summer, but they wanted to hide,
amend, or distract from it when Elsa froze Arendelle.

H: Well, what I thought…I sort of agree with MM, that we could put
snowflakes hanging down, and then, why don’t we, when it’s sunny, we
could just block those out so no one can see them and just put sunny
ones?

LM: What if we made it remote control?
H: Well, actually, my first idea was what if we made a machine on the
ceiling that could lower down the ornaments?
LM: Yeah! We could poke a hole in paper, and then we could put
string, and then we can pull it behind, and then we can put another
piece of paper that looks like Winter and then put it down.

An impassioned conversation

LT: We could make it exactly like the tree, except it’s Winter!
Crowd: Yeah! I agree! I agree!
LT: I think I should draw what I mean.

LT draws her idea on the SMART board, to show us what she means.

Once the children arrived at something close to consensus, I invited
volunteers to create the Winter tree for Arendelle. Four children chose to
begin the work, with others declaring intent to join later.

Drawing trees, in preparation for making a life-size tree to replace the
“summer tree” that is in the meeting space

Amelia noticed that Emmie's tree is fancy on the outside and hers is fancy
on the inside.

The children transfer their ideas for the tree onto big paper.

Painting ice on the tree

The tree, representing the frozen Arendelle, with the ice scene the children
chose projected onto it. The girls’ idea was that the action would shift
from the live tree at the beginning of the play to this tree when Elsa freezes
the town.

CHAPTER EIGHT
THE PLAY

Next came a dilemma: How to cast the play? I think the children had been
a bit worried about this aspect of the play since writing the script. Many
wanted to be Elsa or Anna, and all knew that not everyone could be.

“LM probably wants to be Sven, don’t you, LM?” said H, “because she
told me her favorite character is Sven.”
“I love being Olaf, because in the program, Anna puts the nose [on], and
Olaf says, ‘I always wanted a nose, me, me, me.’” said MC.
C asked, “How are we going to choose who is going to be who?”
The dialogue became what we call a “crowd:” everyone talked at once.
Then one of the children remembered a strategy we used to choose roles
for a play they produced earlier in the year: the children chose roles
blindly by picking cards from a basket. Each card bore the name of a
character. Several children declared a preference for that way of choosing.
But AE said, “Because all the people who want to be Elsa and Anna…
there’ll be a lot of Annas and Elsas, and that’s not how the play goes.”

LW would rather open her eyes and look at what she is choosing, she said.
“But…but IF we could just work this out and see what happens…opening
your eyes.”
LT said, “I don’t agree with LW, because if you open your eyes you will
just look at every single one until you find Anna and Elsa.”
AE, coming around to the thinking of the group, suggested, “No, how
about we close our eyes and mix them all up so we don’t know where it
goes, and then we can just close our eyes and pick, and whatever we pick
is what we’ll get to be?”
Everyone talked at once, then, saying, “I agree with LW. I agree with AE.”
MM then brought to the group a suggestion for compromise. “Well, there
was supposed to be two Annas, [and] two Elsas, because when Anna goes
to the trading post she gets new clothes, and then when Elsa makes her ice
dress, she gets new clothes.”
After discussing MM’s idea, the children agreed that there should be three
Elsas and Annas: as children, at the coronation, and at the ice castle,
because, as J said, “We can’t magically make ourselves get taller,” though
a few children did have suggestions for getting taller. AE continued to
argue that there should be one of each character only, so we had a vote.
Three versions of each character was carried by the vote, five to nine. So,
we made role cards, fourteen in all.

Negotiating how the roles will be assigned
The children folded the cards and put them in a basket, from which each
child chose a role. Then we had our first run-through of the play. An adult
narrated the play, using the children’s words, and the children acted and,
where they could, performed the dialogue.

Practicing a scene from the play
“We need costumes!” the children said after that first run-through. And so,
the focus of work for the next several days was the making of costumes.
The children had very specific mental images of the characters by this
time, and they set out to make costumes that would do those images
justice.

The trolls, the children said, were rocks that rolled and then transformed
into trolls. They designed costumes to look like rocks on one side...

...and trolls on the other.

Other costumes were constructed of paper.

Olaf

And others were made from fabric and pieces from around the classroom.

The Elsa that the children called “coronation Elsa”
Finally, the day came when the children and the play were ready to
perform. Due to space limitations, we decided to film the play and
disseminate it as a movie, rather than invite a live audience. I found it
interesting that, though the children performed the play with great
enthusiasm in all the practices, when it came time to videotape their
performance, some became focused on the camera, resulting in less
spontaneity.

After the filming of the play, a small group gathered to edit the footage
and add text and transitions (with a little technological help from a
teacher).

Reviewing the footage

When I asked in what way the children wanted to disseminate their video,
they negotiated with me that they would write the blog post (which I
usually write after school each day) in which the video was to be
introduced to the parents. They made special pictures to go in the blog and
dictated a message to go with the video.

A picture for the blog post

The text of the blog post in which the children introduced their movie:

The idea came from our imagination. We said, “We want to do a
Frozen play with different scenes, and different people do different
parts.” So, we wrote the play. Then we changed some of the words,
because in the beginning they said, “Once upon a time there were two
little girls named Anna and Elsa” and we didn’t say which place it was

in. So we changed it to “Once upon a time there were two little girls in
a place called Arendelle.” We decided where the places were gonna be.
And then we made them. I remember making the ice castle together. And
we made branches for the tree, and we made little icicles. Then we made
some cards with the character’s names on them, like Kristoff. Each
person picked out of the basket, and then they opened the cards, and one
of them said “Little Elsa” or “Coronation Anna” or that stuff. Then we
made the costumes. We used paper to make one of the costumes and
then we used cubby house for all the other costumes. We practiced the
play. Miss Martin kept videoing us until we didn’t make noises in the
back or turn our backs to the camera. We finally got it and then we
made the movie.
Thanks again for watching the video.

CHAPTER NINE
REPRESENTATION IN MULTIPLE MEDIA

Before, during, and after the production of their movie, the children played
and represented many aspects of “Frozen” in many languages. This
chapter contains traces of some of those representations. All were
spontaneous; they were the children’s ideas and their creations, and all had
to do with “Frozen.”

A child draws the Arendelle Castle on the SMART board (KidPix)

A child chooses blue strips to make a chain symbolic of the ice in
“Frozen.”
A small group made an amibitious plan to create the “places from ‘Frozen’
“ in clay. They did research on iPads to find images (of a castle; of a
trading post) to use as referents as they worked with the clay.

The trading post
The children often drew the characters from “Frozen” over the course of
the four month investigation.

Two children use characters they have drawn and cut out to play within
the pages of the book, “Frozen.”

More play characters, with the Ice Castle and its (apparently impressive)
stairs
One child set out to transform her photograph into every character from
“Frozen.” These she attached to blocks and added them to the set of blocks
with children’s photographs on them, already at the block platform.

Just a few of C’s self-transformation blocks
After she finished transforming herself into all the characters from
“Frozen,” C declared intent to turn the block platform into the set of
“Frozen.” She drew a plan that included all the structures that would be
needed, gathered some collaborators, and the girls set to work. This was
different from building projects the children did before, as all involved
remained focused on the bigger purpose consistently.

The ice castle was the first structure to go up.

The stairs to the castle posed a challenge. Here C has figured out how to
make the stairs...but none of the girls was able to figure out how to make
them stand.

So, instead, they built the stairs out of graduated cylinders. Here C installs
the "ice" on the ground.

The girls set out rocks to represent the trolls, assigning the roles of
grandma and grandpa troll to the two largest rocks.

The children discuss the “ice” for the top of Olaf’s castle.

The children create the "ice background" on the overhead projector so
that it will project onto the wall beyond the set.

C checks the clipboard to make sure all the elements on the plan have been
built.

CHAPTER TEN
CONCLUSION

So what was the big idea underlying the children’s interest in “Frozen?”
Certainly, the story itself was compelling...the power of women (and this
is a class of all girls); the power of love, not ceded to a man; a journey; a
heroine (or two); the fight of good vs. evil (in this case even within one
person). Once the children embarked on their Frozen journey and it
became part of the culture of the class, there grew a shared lexicon, a
reason to represent, a theme to play, in essence a sort of shorthand within
the language of relationship. However, I wonder if one reason that the
investigation was so long-lived is that the children’s own identities became
woven into it. When they transformed themselves in one way or another
into characters from “Frozen,” they became the story and became the
investigation. In this way emotional engagement supported cognitive
engagement, giving rise to a reciprocity between emotion and intellect. I
have observed many times that kind of reciprocity breathe longevity into
an investigation.
Whatever compelled the children to keep the investigation going, when it
was satisfied, their “Frozen” play stopped. They stopped singing the songs,
stopped drawing the characters and stopped building places for them. They
talked about the experience they shared as they looked through blog posts
or their portfolios. But “Frozen” as a topic for play just melted away. This
is as it should be, for once whatever the children were trying to work out,

understand or reconcile is satisfied, the need no longer exists.
I can’t know what the big idea behind the investigation was; I can only
guess. I do know that in the course of their work, the children tackled
many challenges and came away richer. They took their ability to negotiate
complex social situations to another level (how will we include everyone
who wants to play when there is a finite number of characters?). They coconstructed the retelling of a long, complex story. They did research (from
how do stories start to what do trees really look like?). They explored
“transformation,” of one place from summer to winter, and of themselves
to something they are not. In order to make scenery that fit a space, they
measured and, in doing so, explored the mathematics of measurement and
some of its pitfalls. Their competence at representing their ideas
symbolically grew, in multiple languages (drawing, painting, computer
graphics, building, paper construction, and more). All this goes with them:
a set of understandings, dispositions, and habits of mind that will stand
them in good stead...the mark of good learning from a good investigation,
despite the (my?) prejudice against pop culture as a topic of investigation.
Have I lost that prejudice? No. But I have learned that sometimes you just
have to say, “Let it go.”
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